EXPRESSION OF INTEREST
FOR ROTARY WINGS ONSHORE AND OFFSHORE TRANSPORTATION SERVICES IN MOZAMBIQUE

Eni Rovuma basin B.V. – Mozambique Branch on behalf of Mozambique Rovuma Venture invites interested companies to submit expressions of interest for the provision of rotary wings onshore and offshore transportation services in the Republic of Mozambique.

SCOPE OF WORK

Company’s scope of work will consist of delivering Air Transport Services, including the transportation of Company personnel and internal cargo and perform medical and technical emergency flights.

Additionally the Operator should be able to perform daylight onshore/offshore SAR (Search & Rescue) as secondary task, when so requested by the Company, to/from the Company onshore/offshore sites of interest.

REQUIREMENTS FOR HELICOPTER

Air Operators, which are or will be certified to operate in Mozambique within May 2019, are invited to express their interest in offering at least N. 2 (Two) helicopters, having the following basic characteristics:

- Seating configuration not less than 12 + 2 Pilot Crew
- Aircraft certification basis: FAR Part 29 / EASA CS 29 / JAR CS29
- Class 1, Category A certified;
- IFR/ILS Operation CAT I approved;
- Operated by 2 pilots

Tender technical specifications will detail Company’s standards and the requirements for the service.

DOCUMENTATIONS REQUIRED

Companies interested in this invitation may submit their Expression of Interest by providing, through the website indicate below, the following required documentations:

1. Company and Group Structure with the list of major Shareholders and ultimate beneficiaries (if not listed in the stock exchange);
2. Scanned Certified copy of the Trade Register, Legal Entity name and contact person for receiving qualification and commercial information;
3. Documented proof of experience in provision of ROTARY WINGS ONSHORE AND OFFSHORE TRANSPORTATION SERVICES for Oil & Gas Industry in the last 10 years. The details of experience to be provided in the format given herein;

4. Documented professional references released by international customers;

5. Documented proof of experience in execution of ROTARY WINGS ONSHORE AND OFFSHORE TRANSPORTATION SERVICES in Africa and location of office in Mozambique;


7. Quality Management System certifications and/or certificates proving the Company compliance with national or international Quality Standards (e.g. ISO 9001:2008);

8. Health & Safety Management System certification and/or documents proving the company compliance with international standards(ISO18001);

9. Latest balance sheet/Annual Report of the company registered in Mozambique and the latest consolidated balance sheet/Annual Report of the company group (if applicable) proving minimum financial capacity for the realization of the scope of work.

10. Any other information that will establish that the company is a capable of fulfilling the scope of work.

Companies interested in this invitation may submit their Expression of Interest by registering the company on our website (Mozambique Application):


IMPORTANT:

The submission must refer to the Public Announcement both object and dates and also to the following commodity code:

SS05BC07 - AIRCRAFT LOGISTIC SERV FOR DRILLING/PRODUCTION-ROTARY WINGS;

Within the website application, under the section "Object of the Application", the area "Origin of invitation" shall be completed as follows: “Rotary Wings Services” Subject to the delivery and compliance of all the above documentation, Companies interested in this Expression of Interest may receive from Eni Rovuma Basin BV the Qualification Package.

The deadline for receipt of Expression of Interest by the email address indicated above is set at 17th August 2018.

Any cost incurred by interested companies in preparing the Expression of Interest shall be fully born by Companies who shall have no recourse to either Mozambique Rovuma Venture or to Eni Rovuma Basin BV Mozambique Branch in this respect.